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Abstract
A -labeling of a graph G is an assignment of labels from the set {0; : : : ; } to the vertices
of G such that vertices at distance of at most two get di.erent labels and adjacent vertices get
labels which are at least two apart. We study the minimum value = (G) such that G admits
a -labeling. We show that for every 3xed value k¿4 it is NP-complete to determine whether
(G)6k. We further investigate this problem for sparse graphs (k-almost trees), extending the
already known result for ordinary trees. In a generalization of this problem we wish to 3nd a
labeling such that vertices at distance two are assigned labels that di.er by at least q and the
labels of adjacent vertices di.er by at least p. We denote the minimum  that allows such a
labeling by L(G;p; q). We show several hardness results for L(G;p; q) including that for any
p¿q¿1 there is a  = (p; q) such that deciding if L(G;p; q)6 is NP-complete, and that
for p¿2q, this decision is NP-complete for every ¿(p; q). c© 2001 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
Radio frequency assignment is a widely studied area of research. The task is to
assign radio frequencies to transmitters at di.erent locations without interference. In a
classical setting the problem is closely related to graph coloring where the vertices of
a graph represent the transmitters and adjacencies indicate possible interference.
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In many practical cases one wishes to assign frequencies such that the di.erence
between frequencies assigned to two transmitters depends on the distance between the
transmitters. In this paper we assume that the distances between pairs of transmitters
can be modeled by the distance between the corresponding vertices of a graph. In this
framework the problem is to 3nd a non-negative real-valued function f on vertices of
a graph such that if u and v are vertices at distance i, the values f(u) and f(v) should
di.er by at least a prescribed integer pi. The smallest possible maximal value of such
a function f over all vertices of the graph G is denoted by L(G;p1; p2 : : : ; pk).
Roberts proposed the problem of assigning frequencies (integers) to transmitters such
that transmitters that are close to each other receive di.erent channels and transmit-
ters that are very close together receive radio channels that are at least two apart (see
[10,12,22]). In this paper we study the 3xed parameter tractability of this L(2; 1)-problem
and also its generalized L(p; q) version.
In [10] the Ld(2; 1)-labeling problem was introduced, which is the problem to
determine (G; d), i.e. the smallest number m such that G has an Ld(2; 1)-labeling
f with max{f(x) | x ∈ V}= m. An Ld(2; 1)-labeling of a graph G = (V; E) is a func-
tion f :V → [0;∞) such that whenever x; y ∈ V are adjacent |f(x) − f(y)|¿2d
and whenever the distance between x and y is two, |f(x) − f(y)|¿d. It is shown
that it suMces to consider integral-valued labelings. We denote (G; 1) = L(G; 2; 1)
by (G).
The version of the problem where the labels that are used are in a consecutive range,
was studied in [19].
Bounds for the size of the graph in terms of (G) were obtained in [7]. An up-
perbound for  in terms of the maximal degree  (i.e., 62 + 2) was obtained in
[10,22] and this was improved in [4] to (G)62+. As far as we know it is still the
best known general upperbound (in terms of ). Some bounds in terms of the chro-
matic number of the square of the graph were obtained in [19]. Other upper bounds
are known in terms of (6n +  − 2, see [10]) and for special classes of graphs
such as chordal graphs (6 14 ( + 3)
2, see [20]) or odd-sun-free graphs (62 + 1,
see [4]). It is conjectured that 62 (and in case the diameter of the graph is two or
when the graph is chordal, this conjecture holds).
As far as special graph classes are concerned, (G) can be determined eMciently
for paths, cycles and wheels [10]. Bounds for cubes were obtained in [12,10,21]. It
is conjectured that (Qn) = n + 3 for n¿3 in [10]. Non-trivial algorithms were also
found for cographs [4]. In [12] planar graphs and 3-regular graphs were considered. It
was conjectured that the problem is NP-complete for trees in [10], however shown to
be polynomial in [4]. In this paper we show that there is a polynomial time algorithm
for k-almost trees, for every 3xed integer k, thereby extending the result of Chang and
Kuo.
In case the parameter is not 3xed, the most interesting and general result was ob-
tained in [8]. It is shown that (G)6n−1 if and only if ( OG)=1 and (G)=n+ r−2
if and only if ( OG) = r, where n= |V |; (G) is the path cover number of a graph G
and OG is the complement of G (see also [22]).
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In [10,22] it was shown that determining (G) is an NP-complete problem even
for graphs G with diameter 2. In this paper we study the 3xed parameter tractability.
Answering a question of [22], we show that it is NP-complete to determine if (G)6k
for every 3xed integer k¿4. A fortiori, the problem is not in FPT (see, e.g., [5]). Our
observations 3ll in important blank spots in the complexity overview of the -labeling
problem. It is easy to see that (G)63 if and only if G is a disjoint union of paths
of length at most 3.
Much less is known for the more general L(p; q)-problem. Special instances such as
the L(0; 1)-problem and the L(1; 1)-problem were already considered in [6,22]. Some
results on heuristics for the L(p; q) problem appeared in [2,6]. We show the 3rst
complexity results for this problem.
2. Preliminaries
Denition 2.1. Let G be a graph and let d1; : : : ; dk be a collection of integers. A
-labeling is an assignment of labels from the set {0; : : : ; } to the vertices of G.
We say that the labeling satis3es constraints (d1; : : : ; dk) if each pair of vertices at
distance i in the graph gets labels that di.er by at least di. In such a case we talk
about (d1 ;:::;dk )-labelings. The minimum value  for which G admits a (d1 ;:::;dk )-labeling
is denoted by L(G;d1; : : : ; dk). We refer to the problem of deciding the existence a
(d1 ;:::;dk )-labeling as the L(d1; : : : ; dk)-problem.
For the sake of history (and also for convenience) we write (G) instead of L(G; 2; 1).
Denition 2.2. A -labeling is called consecutive if the labels that are used are con-
secutive.
Clearly, a consecutive -labeling does not always exist. Consecutive labelings were
studied in [19]. In general, it can be shown [19] that G = (V; E) has a Hamiltonian
path if and only if OG (the complement of G) has a consecutive (2;1)-labeling with
6|V |−1. In this paper we show that the 3xed parameter variant with ¿4 is equally
diMcult. Most of our NP-hardness results are obtained via graph covers.
Denition 2.3. Let G be a graph and H be a multigraph. The H -COVER problem asks
for a local isomorphism f :G → H , i.e., a homomorphism that maps edges incident
with every vertex x isomorphically to edges incident with f(x).
The study of the complexity of H -COVER problem for particular parameter multigraphs
H was initiated in [1] and carried on in a series of papers [13–16]. In particular, the
Kt-COVER problem is shown NP-complete for every 3xed t¿4 in [13]. Note that a
(t−1)-regular graph G covers the complete graph Kt if and only if the vertices of G can
be assigned t di.erent colors in such a way that closed neighborhood of each vertex is
assigned all t colors, i.e., if and only if L(G; 1; 1)= t− 1. The immediate consequence
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for the complexity of the L(1; 1) problem follows: The problem if L(G; 1; 1)6 is
NP-complete for every 3xed ¿3, even when restricted to -regular graphs. Note also
that the L(1; 1) problem asks for the chromatic number of the square G2 of G.
We 3nd convenient to reformulate in terms of graph coloring a class of particular
graph covering problems which will be used several times in the hardness proofs:
Denition 2.4. Let k¿3 be an integer. The BW (k)-problem is the following ‘black
and white coloring’ problem:
Instance: A k-regular graph G.
Question: Is there a coloring of the vertices of G with colors black and white such
that every vertex has exactly two neighbors of the same color and k − 2 neighbors of
the opposite colors?
(The BW (k)-problem is equivalent to the H -COVER problem for H being the multi-
graph with two vertices of degree k, joined by k − 2 parallel edges and having a loop
at each of the two vertices.) The following theorem was proved in [15].
Proposition 2.5. The BW (k)-problem is NP-complete for every k¿3.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we present the positive result, namely
a polynomial algorithm for sparse graphs (k-almost trees). The algorithm is polynomial
both in  and the size of the input graph, i.e., the maximum label bound  is regarded
as part of the input. In Section 4 we present the hardness results for 3xed . Section
5 is devoted to the general L(p; q) problem.
3. L(2; 1) for sparse graphs
For trees T; (T ) can be computed eMciently [4]. We show how this algorithm can
be used to solve the problem for a slightly wider class of graphs, namely k-almost
trees for 3xed values of k. A k-almost tree is a connected graph with n vertices and
n + k − 1 edges. Clearly, k-almost trees can be recognized in linear time, cf. e.g.,
[3]. Let us remark in this connection that the L(2; 1) problem seems to be harder than
many other graph-theoretical problems, at least as tree-like graphs are concerned. Many
generally diMcult problems can be solved in polynomial time for graphs of bounded
tree-width, whereas the complexity of L(2; 1) for such graphs is unknown (when  is
part of the input, as assumed in this section).
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a k-almost tree with n vertices. Then L(G; 2; 1)6 can be
tested in O(2k+9=2n) time.
Proof. Let G be a k-almost tree. Choose a spanning tree of G and let e1; e2; : : : ; ek be
the edges of G that do not belong to the spanning tree.
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In order to use the tree algorithm of Chang and Kuo, we build a new tree T by
modifying the spanning tree. For each edge ei=(ui; vi), add two edges e′i =(ui; xi) and
e′′i =(vi; yi) to the spanning tree, so that xi and yi are new leaves, and denote the new
tree by T . Note that identifying vertices ui with yi and vi with xi gives the original
graph G. Clearly T has a (2;1)-labeling such that the labels of ui and yi and of vi
and xi are equal for all i = 1; : : : ; k, if and only if the original graph G has a proper
(2;1)-labeling.
To test whether T has a (2;1)-labeling we use the following procedure: Fix a
pre-labeling on the endvertices of all the edges of {e′i ; e′′i | 16i6k} such that ui and yi
and also vi and xi have the same labels and test whether there exists a (2;1)-labeling
of the tree T compatible with this pre-labeling. Repeat this step for all possible
pre-labelings. (Note that there are O(2k) di.erent pre-labelings.)
Since the tree-labeling algorithm of [4] does not involve pre-labeled vertices, and also
for the sake of completeness, we describe our modi3cation for trees with pre-labeled
vertices.
Choose a leaf as a root of T . Finding the admissible labelings of the rooted subtree
is done by the same procedure as in the original algorithm. Use dynamic programming
from the leaves up to the root of the tree. Consider an edge (x; y) of T with x closer
to the root. For a given pair of labels a and b, we want to determine if there is a
(2;1)-labeling of the subtree induced by x; y and the descendants of y, with vertex x
labeled a and y labeled b. Assuming that we know all admissible labelings on the
edges yz, for z children of y, we can use a matching algorithm to 3nd if there is an
admissible labeling. (For each z, let Mz be the set of labels di.erent from a that are
compatible with y labeled b. The matching algorithm tests if the set system Mz; z child
of y, has a system of distinct representatives. Such representatives would be labels for
the children of y.) The matching algorithm takes at most O(5=2) time since it needs to
be executed only for vertices y of degree at most −1 (see, e.g., [17]). If no endvertex
of (x; y) is pre-labeled, the matching problem has to be solved O(2) times. (Clearly,
the algorithm does not consider other labels for an already pre-labeled vertex.)
It follows that this algorithm can be implemented to run in O(n2k+9=2) time.
4. Fixed parameter -labeling is NP-complete
Griggs and Yeh showed in [10] that it is NP-complete to determine whether
(G)6|V (G)| for a general graph G. In this section we focus on the 3xed para-
meter case.
Theorem 4.1. For each ¿4; it is NP-complete to decide if the input graph allows a
(2;1)-labeling.
Proof. We prove our result by induction on . The base cases are  = 4 and  = 5.
For these cases we use a reduction from the H -cover problem for multigraphs H1 and
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Fig. 1. Multigraphs H1 and H2.
Fig. 2. BW (3)-coloring of the prism and labeling of its prime-graph.
H2 respectively (see Fig. 1), which are equivalent to the BW (3) and BW (4) coloring
problems and are both NP-complete (Proposition 2.5).
 = 4: We use a reduction from BW (3). Let G be a 3-regular graph for which we
want to 3nd a black and white coloring such that every white vertex has exactly two
white and one black neighbor and every black vertex has one white and two black
neighbors.
We claim that the graph G′ obtained by subdividing each edge of G by two new
vertices of degree 2, has a 4(2;1)-labeling if and only if G covers H1 (cf. the illustrative
Fig. 2).
First assume that G′ has a 4(2;1)-labeling. The original vertices of G have degree
3, so they must be labeled either by number 0 or by 4. An easy case analysis shows
that the only possible labelings of the paths of length 3 replacing the edges of G are
(0; 2; 4; 0); (0; 3; 1; 4); (4; 0; 2; 4) and the reverse 4-tuples.
Consider a vertex u of G in G′. Say u is labeled 0. Its neighbors (in G′) have to be
assigned di.erent labels, hence each of the labels 2, 3, 4 is used on exactly one of the
neighbors. Therefore, the three paths leaving u are labeled (0; 2; 4; 0); (0; 3; 1; 4), and
(0; 4; 2; 0), and two of them lead to vertices labeled 0 and the third one to a vertex
labeled 4. Similarly, if u is labeled 4 then two of the paths starting in u lead to vertices
labeled 4 and one to a vertex labeled 0. Thus coloring every vertex labeled 0 with
white color (in G), and coloring every vertex labeled 4 with black color translates
the given 4-labeling into a black and white coloring of the original graph, satisfying
BW (3).
Now assume that a black and white coloring of G is given (satisfying BW (3)).
We can partition the edges of G into three sets: edges with two white end-vertices,
edges with two black end-vertices and “black–white edges”. In G′, we assign label 0 to
every white vertex of G, and label 4 to every black vertex of G. It remains to label the
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Fig. 3. Replacement for  = 5 case and its 5-labeling.
intermediate vertices on the paths replacing edges of G. Each path corresponding to a
black–white edge in G, will be labeled by (0; 3; 1; 4). The paths corresponding to white
edges in G induce a disjoint union of cycles in G′ (every white vertex has two white
neighbors in G). On each of these cycles, we use consecutively the scheme (0; 2; 4; 0).
Thus every vertex labeled 0 has exactly one neighbor labeled 2, one neighbor labeled 3
and one neighbor labeled 4, i.e., common neighbors of a vertex are assigned di.erent
labels. Similarly, the paths corresponding to the black edges of G induce a disjoint
union of cycles, and as such will be consecutively labeled (4; 0; 2; 4). Since adjacent
vertices (in G′) are always assigned labels which are at least 2 apart, this gives a
4(2;1)-labeling of G′.
= 5: We reduce from the BW (4)-coloring problem.
Let G=(V; E) be a 4-regular graph. Replace each edge in E by the graph depicted in
Fig. 3(a). An easy case analysis shows that this auxiliary graph allows 6 combinations
depicted in Fig. 3(b), subject to the condition that vertices u and v are labeled 0 or 5
(this must be the case in any 5(2;1)-labeling of G′ since these vertices have degree 4).
Call the new graph G′. We claim that G′ has a 5(2;1)-labeling if and only if G has
an H2-cover.
Consider a 5(2;1)-labeling of G′. The four neighbors of a vertex labeled 0 must be la-
beled 2; 3; 4; 5, and so the paths starting in such a vertex are labeled (0; 2; 5; 0); (0; 3; 1; 5),
(0; 4; x; 5) and (0; 5; 2; 0) (here x is either 1 or 2). Hence two of these paths lead to
vertices labeled 0 and the other two lead to vertices labeled 5. Regarding label 0 as
color white and label 5 as color black, we see that the restriction of the labeling to
the original vertices of G solves the BW (4)-problem for G in the aMrmative way.
Now assume G covers H2, i.e., we assume a black–white coloring of G which satis-
3es BW (4). The edges of G can be partitioned into edges with two white end-vertices,
edges with two black end-vertices, and black–white edges. Similarly as in the case
 = 4, the white–white edges induce a disjoint union of cycles and the corresponding
paths can be labeled consecutively (0; 5; 2; 0). The paths corresponding to black–black
edges will be labeled (5; 0; 3; 5). The black–white edges induce a 2-regular bipartite
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graph, whose edges can be partitioned into two perfect matchings. Label the paths cor-
responding to edges of one of the matchings by (0; 3; 1; 5), and the paths corresponding
to the other matching by (0; 4; 2; 5). (Note that the two rightmost labelings of Fig. 3
are not used.) In this way we obtain a 5(2;1)-labeling for G′.
Inductive step: Assume that G=(V; E) is a graph whose (2;1)-labeling is the question.
We construct a graph G′ which can be ( + 2)(2;1)-labeled if and only if G can be
(2;1)-labeled.
First construct a complete binary tree T with at least |V (G)| leaves, all of them in
the bottom layer. Call the layers, from the bottom to the top, L1; : : : ; Lk .
Add a layer L0 with |L1| vertices, and connect these vertices by a perfect matching
to the vertices of L1. Subdivide each edge of T (including the edges between L0 and
L1) by a new extra vertex. Connect each vertex of G to a unique vertex in L0. Finally,
add leaves to vertices in layers Li so that their degrees add up to +1. This completes
the construction of G′.
Assume that G′ is (+2)(2;1)-labeled. Vertices from layers Li have degree +1 and
therefore each of them is labeled either by 0 or by +2. Furthermore all vertices in the
same layer have the same label. Assume, without loss of generality, that the vertices
of L0 are labeled with label +2. Then all vertices of G have labels in {0; : : : ; } and
we obtain a (2;1)-labeling of G.
Now assume that G is (2;1)-labeled. Label the vertices from layers Li with an even
index i with  + 2 and those from layers with odd indices with 0. Label the vertices
between layers Li and Li+1; i¿1, with labels 2, 3 and 4 arbitrarily (but feasibly). We
have to be more careful about the vertices between layers L0 and L1. Such a vertex has
at most 6 forbidden labels, namely 0; 1; +1; +2, and two more labels of vertices at
distance two: of the vertex in G and of the vertex between L1 and L2. Since ¿4 at
least one label is still available for each such vertex. Finally, label the leaves pending
at the vertices from layers Li. Since each such vertex is labeled with 0 or with  + 2
and its degree is  + 1, there is always a label available for every leaf. This gives a
(+ 2)-labeling of G′.
As we mentioned in Section 2, sometimes it is important to require that the labels
actually used in a labeling are consecutive. An easy argument shows that consecutive
2;1-labelings are not easier.
Corollary 4.2. The problem whether there exists a consecutive (2;1)-labeling for a
given graph G is NP-complete.
Proof. Let H be the tree containing two vertices of degree  − 1 and with 2( − 2)
leaves.
For a graph G, consider the disjoint union G′ = G + H. Obviously G′ admits a
consecutive (2;1)-labeling if and only if G admits a (2;1)-labeling. Hence, the existence
of consecutive (2;1)-labeling is also NP-complete for every 3xed ¿4.
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5. Complexity of the generalized distance two labeling
Recall that the L(p; q) problem asks for a -labeling such that adjacent vertices
receive labels which are at least p apart, and vertices at distance 2 receive labels
which di.er by at least q. This is already the general frequency assignment problem
restricted to relevant distance 2 (in the (p1; p2; : : : ; pk) condition). Nobody would ex-
pect the L(p; q)-labeling problem for p¿q¿1 to be easier than L(2; 1), however, the
actual NP-hardness proofs seem tedious and not easily achievable in full generality.
We conjecture:
Conjecture 5.1. For any p¿q¿1 there is a (p; q) such that deciding if L(G;p; q)6
is NP-complete for every ?xed ¿(p; q).
In this section we gather results which support our conjecture. We also discuss the
complexity of L(p; q) for trees and almost trees.
We 3rst aim at restricting the range of parameters p; q. The following easy gener-
alization of the special case p = 2, q = 1 proven in [10] shows that we may restrict
our attention to the case of p; q being relatively prime.
Observation 5.2. Let p; q; and k be integers. Then L(G; kp; kq)= kL(G;p; q). Hence
L(p; q) and L(kp; kq) are polynomially equivalent.
Proof. If there exists a solution of the L(G;p; q)6=k	 problem, the coloring obtained
by multiplying all colors by k is also a solution of the L(G; kp; kq)6 problem.
For the opposite direction, suppose that an input graph G has a coloring c, which
solves the L(G; kp; kq)6 problem. De3ne a coloring c′(u) = c(u)=k	 for all vertices
u of G. It is easy to see that c′ is a =k	(p;q)-coloring of G.
The case p = q is thus fully understood (NP-complete for ¿3p and polynomial
for ¡ 3p). So is now the case p = 2q (NP-complete for ¿4q and polynomial for
¡ 4q).
For general p; q, we can prove that there is at least one NP-complete 3xed parameter
instance:
Theorem 5.3. For all ?xed p¿q¿1; it is NP-complete to decide whether L(G;p; q)6
p+ q
p=q.
And under slightly less general conditions we can prove that there are in3nitely many
hard instances (and in fact, only 3nite number of polynomially solvable instances, under
the assumption of P = NP):
Theorem 5.4. For every ?xed p¿ 2q and ¿ 19pq + 2p + q; the problem whether
L(G;p; q)6 is NP-complete.
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The technical proofs of these two theorems are postponed to the next section.
For q = 1 (and more generally p divisible by q), the gap between polynomially
solvable and NP-complete instances can be narrowed:
Theorem 5.5. For every p¿ 2; the L(p; 1)-problem is NP-complete for ¿p+5 and
polynomially solvable for 6p+ 2.
The proof of this theorem is omitted. It can be found in the technical report KAM-
DIMATIA Series (99-419).
Finally we comment on the complexity of the L(p; q)-problem on trees. Obviously,
for 3xed , the problem is solvable in linear time. When  is part of the input and
q=1, then the same algorithm as we described in Section 3 can be applied to trees and
k-almost trees (in the recursive step we only consider labelings (a; b) of the currently
processed edge xy such that |a− b|¿p). Hence we get:
Corollary 5.6. The L(p; 1)-problem is polynomially solvable for k-almost trees for
every ?xed k.
However, this algorithm is not of immediate help in case of q¿ 1. In this case
we would need to be able to decide the existence of a system of distant (rather than
distinct) representatives (in the language of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we would need
to decide if the set system Mz; z children of y, allows representatives a(z) ∈ Mz
such that |a(z)− a(z′)|¿q for any two distinct children z; z′ of y). Unfortunately, this
variant of bipartite matching is NP-complete (easy reduction from SAT ). Therefore the
complexity of L(p; q) for trees (for q¿ 1) remains open.
6. NP-completeness proofs for L(p; q)
6.1. Proof of Theorem 5.3
We use a reduction from the BW (k + 2)-problem, i.e., that of 3nding a black and
white coloring of the vertices of a (k + 2)-regular graph, such that every vertex has
two neighbors of its own color and k neighbors of the opposite color.
Let k = 
p=q− 1 and let G be a (k +2)-regular graph for which we want to 3nd a
black and white coloring. Replace each edge of G with a P4. Call this new graph G′.
Assume we have a (p;q)-labeling for G′ with =p+(k+1)q. Notice that ¡ 2p+q.
The original vertices must be labeled by 0 or  and their neighbors have labels p;p+
q; : : : ; p+ kq;  or 0; q; 2q; : : : ; − p, respectively.
We show that a P4 starting at a vertex with label 0 and ending in vertex labeled by 0
or by  can be labeled only by one of the following schemes: (0; p; ; 0); (0; p+iq; jq; )
for 16i6k and 16j6i, and (0; ; p; 0).
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Suppose the path has vertices w; x; y; z and suppose f(w) = 0, where f denotes the
labeling function. Clearly f(x)¿p and f(y)¿q.
First assume f(x)=p. Then f(y)¿2p. If f(z)= then f(y)6−p¡p+q¡ 2p
which is a contradiction. Hence f(z) = 0. Now f(y) ∈ {p;p + q; : : : ; p + kq; } and
f(y)¿2p imply f(y) = .
Now assume that f(x)=p+iq for some 16i6k. Then q6f(y)6iq. Now, f(z)=0
would imply f(y) = p + jq for some 06j6k + 1. But then |f(x) − f(y)| = |i −
j|q6kq¡p which is a contradiction. Hence f(z)= and f(y)=jq for some 16j6i.
Because the degree of an original vertex is k+2, two of the above-mentioned paths
lead to a vertex with the same label and the other paths to vertices with complementary
label. Hence a -labeling of G′ induces a black and white coloring of G satisfying
BW (k + 2).
Now assume a black and white coloring of G is given. This coloring can be easily
extended to an (p;q)-labeling of G′. The subgraph induced by white vertices is a set of
cycles and the corresponding P4’s can be colored by (0; p; ; 0) consecutively along the
cycles. Similarly for the subgraph induced by black vertices. Edges joining black and
white vertices form a bipartite k-regular graph. Hence this graph is k-edge colorable.
Fix a coloring by colors 1; 2; : : : ; k and use the sequence (0; p + iq; iq; ) on the path
corresponding to an edge of color i.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 5.4
Since −18pq−2p−q¿pq, there exist positive integers a′; b′ such that −18pq−
2p− q= a′p+ b′q. Setting a= a′ + 9q+ 2 and b= b′ + 9p+ 1 we get = ap+ bq
where a¿ 9q + 2 and b¿ 9p + 1. Denote c = (a − 1)(p=q	 − 1) + b − 1. Form a
graph G on the vertex set V (G)= {w= u0; u1; : : : ; ub; u′1; : : : ; u′a; v1; : : : ; vc} and edge set
E(G)={(ui; u′j): 06i6b; 16j6a}∪{(u′i ; u′j): 16i¡ j6b}∪{(w; vi): 16i6c}. Thus
G contains an independent set on b+1 vertices U={u0; : : : ; ub}, each of them adjacent
to every vertex of a clique on a vertices U ′={u′1; : : : ; u′a}, and c leaves V ={v1; : : : ; vc}
all pending on vertex w = u0. This G is our building block for the NP-completeness
reduction.
First we claim that under any (p;q)-labeling of G, the label of the vertex w is either
0; q; − q or .
To see this, assume that h is a (p;q)-labeling of G. Consider 3rst the subgraph
induced by vertices of U ∪ U ′. The vertices u′i form a complete graph so their labels
are pairwise at distance at least p. Vertices ui are pairwise at distance 2, and so their
labels di.er by at least q. Moreover, the label of any ui di.ers from the label of any u′j
by at least p. It follows that there are only two possibilities: Either h(U )={0; q; : : : ; bq}
and h(U ′) = {bq + p; bq + 2p; : : : ; bq + ap}, or h(U ) = {;  − q; : : : ;  − bq} and
h(U ′) = {0; p; : : : ; (a− 1)p}.
Without loss of generality suppose h(U ) = {0; q; : : : ; bq} and consider the vertex
w. Assume h(w) = iq. In G the vertex w = u0 is adjacent to c leaves whose labels
should pairwise di.er by at least q. Labels of some these leaves of V will 3ll the gaps
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between the labels of U ′, the remaining ones will fall in the intervals 〈0; iq− p〉 and
〈iq+p; (b− 1)q+p〉. Each gap between bq+ jp and bq+ (j+1)p can host at most
p=q	 − 1 distinct labels, so the gaps can host altogether at most (a − 1)(p=q	 − 1)
labels. The remaining b − 1 ones must 3t into 〈0; iq − p〉 ∪ 〈iq + p; (b − 1)q + p〉,
and that is possible only for i61 (for 26i¡p=q at most b− i6b− 2 labels can be
allocated, for i¿p=q at most i+1−
p=q+ b− i6b− 2 of the labels again). Hence
h(w) = 0 or h(w) = q.
Due to the symmetry, h(w) =  or h(w) = − q if h(U ) = {; − q; : : : ; − bq}.
It follows immediately from the above consideration, that G always has a (p;q)-
labeling h such that h(w)=0 (and also with h(w)= q); h(U )= {0; q; : : : ; bq}; h(U ′)=
{bq+p; bq+2p; : : : ; bq+ap} and h(V )={p+q; p+2q; : : : ; p+(b−1)q}∪⋃aj=2{bq+
jp− q; bq+ jp− 2q; : : : ; bq+ jp− (p=q	 − 1)q}.
Now we proceed with the NP-completeness proof. We show a reduction from the
K4-COVER problem. Let H be a cubic input graph for the K4-COVER problem (i.e.,
it is questioned if the vertices of H can be colored by 4 colors so that the closed
neighborhood of any vertex contains all four colors). Construct a graph H ′ as follows:
Replace each vertex x of H by a copy xG of the building block G. So far all these
copies are disjoint, and we use notation xu for the copy of vertex u ∈ V (G) in xG.
For each vertex x of H , if y; y′ and y′′ are its three neighbors in H , rename the
vertices xv1; xv2; xv3 to xv(y); xv(y′); xv(y′′).
Finally for each x ∈ V (H) glue the four leaves xv4; yv(x); y′v(x); y′′v(x) into one
vertex of degree 4 and call this new vertex xs. This 3nishes the construction of the
graph H ′.
First we claim that the existence of a (p;q)-labeling of H ′ implies that H covers K4.
Under any (p;q)-labeling h of H ′ vertices xw are labeled by 0; q;  − q or , by the
previous observation. For every vertex x ∈ H , and its neighbors y; y′; y′′ in H; xs ∈ H ′
has neighbors xw; yw; y
′
w and y
′′
w, and so the labels of xw; yw; y
′
w and y
′′
w are
pairwise distinct. It follows that the restriction of h to xw; x ∈ H de3nes a covering
projection of H onto K4.
On the other hand, any covering projection H → K4 gives a distribution of the
vertices of H into four color classes. Now in H ′ label the vertices xw and x
′
w by the
same label from {0; q; − q; } if and only if x and x′ belong to the same color class.
As the second step extend the labeling to each xG[U ∪ U ′], as showed above.
The third step is labeling of S = { xs: x ∈ H}. Consider an auxiliary graph G(S) =
(S; { xsys: dH ′( xs; ys)=2}). Since each xs has at most 9 vertices of S at distance two,
G(S) has maximum degree 9 and can be colored by 10 colors. Fix a 10-coloring of
G(S) using colors 0; 1; : : : ; 9, and label vertex xs by label p+(ip+1)q if it was colored
by color i. Note that these 10 labels {p+q; p+(p+1)q; p+(2p+1)q; : : : ; p+(9p+1)q}
make no conXict with the other labels on any xG. (If xw is labeled 0 or q, then these
labels fall into the interval 〈p+q; p+(b−1)q〉, since b¿ 9p+1 implies 9p+16b−1.
If xw is labeled  or  − q then these labels 3t into the gaps between the labels of
xG[U ′], since p + (ip + 1)q = q + (1 + iq)p = q + (a − j)p =  − (bq + jp − q) for
j = a− 1− iq, and 2¡j¡a for 06i69 since a¿ 9q+ 2.)
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Finally label the remaining leaves xvi; vi ∈ V − {v1; v2; v3; v4} as above. Thus a
(p;q)-labeling of H ′ is constructed.
7. Conclusion
We conclude by collecting the open problems which we consider of particular in-
terest.
7.1. As far as we know the L(2; 1)-problem is open for graphs with bounded treewidth.
It is easy to see that the problem is solvable in linear time when the number of labels
is 3xed. It seems that techniques used to solve the edge coloring problem and the total
coloring problem for graphs with bounded treewidth are not applicable.
7.2. Also the complexity of the generalized L(p; q)-problem for trees is open for q¿2.
7.3. We expect that in the range of the L(p; q)-problems for each choice of p and
q there will be only 3nite number of polynomially solvable problems, and that the
respective values of  will form an interval. At the time only classes of L(3; 1); L(2; 1)
and L(1; 1) problems are fully characterized.
For p¿5, there are only two holes in the complete characterization of the L(p; 1)-
problems, namely the cases =p+3 and =p+4 (when p=4 only the case =7
is open).
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